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�  let each one give to the Lord an atonement for his soul. God requires that 
each person redeems himself, to “buy himself” back from God. The entire world is consecrated, or 
hekdesh. The only legal means by which we are allowed to use hekdesh is through redemption. The 
halachic means to redeem an object is a trade; one can exchange the hekdesh item with a non-hek-
desh item. The non-consecrated item takes on the consecrated status of the item it is being traded 
for, while the hekdesh item takes on the secular nature of the non-consecrated item. 

One’s body, one’s clothes, one’s children, the entire universe require redemption to allow us to 
make use of them. Yet what can man possibly offer in trade that could effect such redemption? The 
entire world belongs to God! 

Upon reflecting on this paradox, King David, in a moment of resignation, proclaimed, A man 
cannot redeem himself, he cannot give unto the Lord his redemption payment (Ps. 49:8). Yet many Jews 
have a tradition of reciting Kaparos on erev Yom Kippur, wherein we quote a different verse in which 
God says: Redeem him from descending to the pit. I have found ransom (Job 33:24). Indeed, when God’s 
attribute of judgment is evident, King David’s verse is operative, while when His attribute of mercy 
prevails, the verse from Job pertains. Redemption is indeed possible.

Symbolically, one must make this payment in three ways. 
God, the Infinite, the Ein Sof, contracted Himself to allow the existence of the world, to make it 

possible for a finite world to coexist with the Infinite. In keeping with the imperative of vehalachta 
bidrachav (Imitatio Dei), man must also engage in tzimtzum. Man harbors illusions of greatness, 
thinking his abilities are limitless and that he can attain infinity. The first redemption coin that God 
exacts from us is our own “contraction.” Just as God Himself engages in tzimtzum, so must we. Man 
expresses tzimtzum first and foremost by observing the precepts of the halachah. Fealty to Jewish 
law is unenforceable: there is no police, no executive branch of government, no jails, no punish-
ment for violators. By following halachah despite the lack of an external enforcement mechanism, 
we engage in tzimtzum. 

The next attribute of God that we must imitate, the second redemption coin to redeem our 
worldly life, is known as hester, or ne’elam, the attribute of obscurity. The Master of the Universe 
not only contracts Himself; He obscures Himself as well. He does not act demonstrably, nor does 
He seek recognition.  

Man is naturally inclined to strive for recognition, for honor. He wishes his efforts and actions to 
be appreciated by as many of his peers and with as much fanfare as possible. Yet the greatest individ-
uals in Jewish history reflect precisely the opposite tendency—a predisposition towards obscurity. 
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Take, as one example, an august institution from thousands of years ago, the 120-member 
Anshei Knesses Hagedolah, the Men of the Great Assembly. This group of Rabbis preserved the rem-
nant of Israel through the first exile. The Anshei Knesses Hagedolah instituted the form of contem-
porary prayer as well as the standard formula for berachos. They instituted the laws of muktzeh and 
associated rabbinical prohibitions to safeguard the Sabbath. Their impact on our everyday lives is 
immeasurable.

Who exactly were the representatives of this noble body? How many of its members are iden-
tifiable  by name? Ezra, Nechemiah, Mordechai, Zerubavel, and Shimon Hatzaddik—those are 
all we know. The Gemara states that there were prophets among this group. Who were they? We 
don’t know. Why did they not include their names in the Oral Law through which they made their 
greatest impact? Because they reflected the obscurity of God Himself as He hid behind a cloud on 
Mount Sinai. If the Master of the Universe hides from the very world that He leads, so too must the 
masters of our tradition.

Finally, the third redemption coin that a person must pay in order to make use of this world 
is ilem: voiceless, mute, passive acceptance. Although God occasionally reveals Himself in a dra-
matic fashion: The God of glory thunders (Ps. 29:3), more often He is mute and passive. This ten-
dency towards silence is also reflected in His attribute of slowness to anger. Despite the actions 
of man that should provoke an angry response, God is long-suffering, with silent acceptance of 
our foibles.

A Jew regularly recites a berachah upon eating and satisfying his hunger. All is well; he 
is healthy and in possession of his faculties. One can readily sense the presence of God. In 
cruel contrast, upon the tragic death of a mother, father, son, daughter, or spouse, as he rends 
clothing at the moment of greatest grief, a Jew recites: Blessed are You…the true Judge (Dayan 
Ha’emes).

A person prepares the body for burial, places it in the ground, shovels earth on top of the cas-
ket. As everything that means anything to him lies lifeless before him in this grave, he recites the 
berachah as he silently shouts, “Where is the Attah? Where is God’s presence?” At the moment that 
he is most tormented by this question, he responds with the Kaddish, affirming that the world is 
God’s and that everything that takes place in it is a reflection of His will. 

Unanswerable, unexplained tragedies have accompanied the Jew in his long history. When 
faced with death, when a Jew is confronted with the ultimate teiku (unanswerable question), he 
recites the berachah of Dayan Ha’emes. Emotional sublimation is the greatest act of redemption that 
a Jew can “pay” the Holy One. (Derashot Harav, pp. 22-33; Boston, 1974)�  half a shekel. What is the basis for the half-shekel obligation? On one hand, 
it could be argued that the mitzvah involves the communal purchase of sacrifices, allowing the 
contributor to retain a portion in these public offerings. On the other hand, perhaps the mitzvah 
involves the simple act of giving charity. 

11 The Lord spoke to Moses, saying: 12 “When you take the sum of the children of 
Israel according to their numbers, let each one give to the Lord an atonement for his 
soul* when they are counted; then there will be no plague among them when they are 
counted. 13 This they shall give, everyone who goes through the counting: half a shekel*
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�אותו על עבודת אהל מועד.  � 	 � �� � 	 � � �� 	 � � � 	 � �
While Rashi infers the former (see Rashi on verse 15 and in Kesuvos 108a), Maimonides clearly 

leans towards the latter. In the first chapter of Hilchos Shekalim, Maimonides writes, It is a positive 
mitzvah from the Torah that each male in Israel give a half-shekel every year, while only in the fourth 
chapter is there an indication of what the money is used for. Furthermore, Maimonides stipulates 
that only coinage may be used and not items of equivalent value. And although there are no sacri-
fices for which to donate, the half-shekel contribution requirement is still in force in regard to the 
giving of charity.

Along these lines, the Gemara (Bava Basra 9a) states: R. Asi says, a person must give a minimum of 
a third of a shekel per year for charity. The Shulchan Aruch echoes this idea, indicating that if a person 
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 according to the holy shekel. Twenty gerahs equal one shekel; half of [such] a shekel 
shall be an offering to the Lord. 14 Everyone who goes through the counting, from 
the age of twenty and upward, shall give an offering to the Lord. 15 The rich shall 
give no more, and the poor shall give no less* than half a shekel, with which to give 
the offering to the Lord, to atone for your souls.* 16 You shall take the silver of the 
atonements from the children of Israel and use it for the work of the Tent of Meeting; 
it shall be a remembrance for the children of Israel before the Lord, to atone for your 

gave less than a third of a shekel per year, he has not fulfilled the obligation of giving charity (Yorah 
Deah 249:2). (The Ritva explains that the obligation involves just one-third instead of half a shekel 
because the shekel coin became larger during the time of Ezra.)

One can learn two new ideas from this halachah. First, the mitzvah of giving the half-shekel 
includes a mitzvah of charity. Even though the Temple is no longer in existence, the mitzvah of giv-
ing the half-shekel still applies in regard to the obligation to give charity. Second, like the mitzvah 
of the half-shekel, the mitzvah of charity on its most fundamental level involves an act of giving, 
even if the needy are not helped through the act. Proof for the latter contention is provided in Yorah 
De’ah 251:10, which suggests that the poor themselves have an obligation to give charity to each 
other, even though neither ultimately gains anything. While there is indeed an added fulfillment 
in helping the needy through one’s charity, the basic mitzvah is the simple act of giving. (Harrerei 

Kedem Vol. 2, pp. 341-343)�  and the poor shall give no less. There is a general rule that no mitzvah requires 
one to expend more than a fifth of his assets to fulfill it. So, for example, if a lulav were to cost 
more than one-fifth of a person’s assets, he would be exempt. The mitzvah of giving the half-shekel, 
however, is an exception; Maimonides states that a person must literally sell the shirt off his back 
to fulfill it (Hilchos Shekalim 1:1). The reason is found later in this same verse—the half-shekel per-
formed an atonement for the soul. Without it, the atonement would not take place, and for matters 
of the soul there is no monetary limitation.

The Gemara (Yoma 35b) relates the famous story of Hillel who earned half a dinar a day, yet 
paid a quarter dinar daily to gain entry to the Beis Midrash. Why did Hillel give half of his salary 
to study Torah when his obligation was only one-tenth of a dinar? The Chofetz Chaim indicates 
that the study of Torah is yet another exception to the twenty percent expense limitation, since 
Torah is your life and the length of your days (Deut. 30:20). The study of Torah brings life to the soul, 
and therefore, similar to the half-shekel, there is no monetary limitation to the expenditure for the 
study of Torah. (Harrerei Kedem Vol. 2, p. 344) � to atone for your souls. Sin is a result of selfishness, when temptation 
overrules sacred principles. One abandons tradition because of the pleasure one expects to derive 
from the performance of the forbidden deed. Tzedakah, in contrast, demonstrates sympathy, com-
passion and sharing with others. For this reason, forgiveness for sin, can only be attained through 
tzedakah. Tzedakah also acts as ransom. In order to redeem himself the sinner must pay a ransom. 
The Torah therefore describes the half-shekel offering as a redemption payment for the soul. (Noraos 

Harav Vol. 6, pp. 260-261).


